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Introduction 

In 2004, the term ‘Web 2.0’ was coined to describe the new way in which users were consuming the 

Internet (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010). It was on this new platform that the evolution of social media 

took place and consequently, the production of user generated content on a scale not previously seen 

(Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010). Twitter is among the array of social media sites and is currently the 

fastest growing and most popular microblogging site in the world (Atefeh and Khreich, 2015).  

Twitter was founded in 2006 and offers users the ability to post and read short messages known as 

‘tweets’ conveying their thoughts and opinions. In 2018 Twitter reported 330 million active monthly 

users (Twitter, 2018). In September 2017, Twitter successfully trialled and implemented longer 

character limits for some languages, rising from 140 characters to 280 characters. Krishnamurthy et 

al. (2008) determined that Twitter is most popular in European countries such as Germany, the UK, 

France, Spain and Italy, but note it is gaining popularity outside of Europe too, evidenced by the fact 

that Twitter is now available in 33 different languages, including those that use non-Latin character 

sets such as Arabic (Weller et al., 2014). 

Social media platforms have emerged as a potential source for academic study (Zimmer and Proferes, 

2014). Tweets have come to be regarded as “sensory values”. Twitter users are viewed as sensors that 

can detect, report and respond to their situation, whether this be social, political, economic, or 

reflecting global events. This potential corpus of information that might be usefully studied was 

predicted by Goodchild (2007), who coined the concept of volunteered geographical information 

(VGI), with citizens acting as sensors and co-producing and disseminating geographical data.  Twitter 

users provide “real time [commentary], responding to, and amplifying the impact of current events” 

(Williams et al., 2013, p.385). Thus, Twitter fits into the wider concept of ‘big data’ (Kitchen, 2014). It 

is huge in volume, has high velocity (data is generated in real-time), it is diverse and it has the potential 

to be exhaustive (complete) in scope.   



 

 

Consequently, interest in Twitter-based research now spans numerous disciplines, as tweets provide 

a rich dataset for researchers to better understand the world (Williams et al., 2013). Since 2006, over 

300 billion tweets have been created and with the relative ease in which tweets can be collated and 

analysed, the opportunity to study is vast (O’Leary, 2015). Between 2009 and 2016, the number of 

studies on Twitter returned within the search engine Google Scholar rose from just over 200,000 to 

1.5 million (academic papers before 2007 did not relate to the microblogging site, as Twitter was 

founded in 2006). Miller (2011) extends the argument further, declaring that Twitter offers an 

unprecedented opportunity to study humans and their interactions. Alongside disciplines such as 

Business, Economics and Computer Science, Geography is an example of one such displace which is 

utilising this unusual resource as opportunity for study.  

All information is collected through Twitter’s API (Application Programming Interface), where 

researchers and developers can use simple code to collect tweets from ‘databases’. There are many 

different ways in which information associated with the collected tweets can be used for academic 

research, and consequently, the type of data that can be extracted. Cairns (2013) has specifically 

argued that the most compelling studies using social media are ones which use geolocation in their 

analysis, making Geography a highly relevant discipline for using Twitter in its research. There are two 

ways researchers can collect location-based tweets, either through a self-defined user location, stated 

in the user’s profile or alternatively, through a geotagging facility which produces a set of associated 

coordinates (a feature which users have to ‘opt-in’ to utilise). Twitter, then, provides researchers with 

a high “volume of…data that are time-stamped and…precisely located” providing “researchers with 

useful information about activities and opinions across time and space” (Lansley and Longley, 2016, 

pp.85). Research can range from a content analysis, to sentiment analysis and geolocation-based 

investigations. 

Research utilising geolocated tweets spans a range of geographical interest areas, and it is not possible 

to review them all here. Instead focus will be placed on two contrasting applications: tracking of real-

time events that pose a threat to human life, and research examining how social media is used in the 

dissemination and spread of public/private emotion and sentiment.   

 

Mapping natural hazards through Twitter 

The inherent spatial nature of Tweets, and the tendency of users to post ‘information’ about 

themselves and their lives in real-time means that there is tremendous potential for understanding 

real-time risks in both space and time. It has been possible to map earthquake incidence by mining 



 

 

archived posts. Earle et al. (2011), for example, has demonstrated that Twitter can be used in 

combination with United States Geological Survey (USGS) earthquake response methods to quickly 

deliver warnings and information. Twitter was used to predict the occurrence of earthquakes over a 

five-month period through tracking the use of the word ‘earthquake’. A total of 48 earthquakes were 

identified through Twitter, and whilst this was dramatically fewer than the ~5200 detected by the 

USGS in the same time period, Twitter was shown to have had many advantages, including first-hand 

commentary and a faster detection rate in poorly instrumented regions of the world. This highlighted 

the potential for the use of social media as a tool in disaster response and information delivery. Crooks 

et. al. (2013) demonstrated the ability to track the spatial and temporal impact of an individual 

earthquake, examining a 5.8 magnitude event on the east coast of the United States. Over 1,100 

geocoded tweets that included “#earthquake” or “#quake” recorded the event within ten minutes of 

its occurrence, with the first post with a minute.  The geographical spread of these tweets reflected 

the spread of the seismic waves. Whilst the focus here has been on earthquakes, considerable 

research has also been undertaken on wildfire risk and hazard, for example, Kent and Capello (2012) 

examined social media posts relating to situational awareness during a wildfire in Wyoming, USA, 

demonstrating that there was a strong spatial relationship between the distance to wildfires and the 

frequency of social media messages.  Whilst there is a risk of Twitter commentators from outside 

wildfire risk areas posting, and thus obfuscating patterns, the majority of wildfire-related posts were 

from within the immediate local area. 

 

Dissemination and spread of knowledge on Twitter 

In the case of earthquake or wildfires, well-established methods (e.g. networks of seismographs) 

already exist to track and map these events. The advance that social media such as Twitter offers is to 

also assess the impact on these events on the individual (mediated through a 280-character message). 

In situations of political unrest, or in response to regional or global events, it is possible to explore the 

spread and diffusion of ideas and knowledge. Crampton et al. (2013) tracked the spatial and temporal 

diffusion of a specific hashtag created in response to rioting in Kentucky, USA in 2012, through the 

analysis of associated coordinates. The researchers found that news of the riots spread quickly to 

areas outside of the city. More importantly, the authors identified that classic distance decay functions 

could be applied to the distribution of information: the level of tweeting about the riots decreased as 

distance from the city increased. This exemplified Tobler’s first law of Geography, in that everything 

is related to everything else, but that near things are more related than those that are further away 

(Tobler, 1970). Technological advances have allowed us to see this patterns holds true in both social 



 

 

and geographical distance (Sui and Goodchild, 2011). Other locally-focused events can be seen to 

spread through the local community and then far beyond with Crawford (2010) demonstrating this 

diffusion in relation to protests in Iran in 2010.  Bruns et al. (2012) build on this, demonstrating that it 

is reactions to emotionally charged crises which quickly spread far beyond the local boundaries, 

suggesting that fundamentally local events do impact those further away. 

Other studies have taken a different approach, instead focusing on the content of Tweets rather the 

locations they are sent from. Essentially a form of self-categorising, hashtags, noted by the ‘#’ symbol, 

are used to create an index of messages which relate to a particular theme, making topics easy to 

follow. If a hashtag exceeds an expected level of activity within a certain time frame, then it has the 

potential to become a ‘trending topic’ on Twitter (Naaman et al., 2011). Often, large events develop 

their own event-specific hashtag, most recently demonstrated by the ‘#MeToo’ movement, a hashtag 

used on social media to demonstrate the extent of sexual assault and harassment in the workplace 

(Smartt, 2017). The content of Tweets which contain a certain hashtag can also be used as the basis 

of academic investigation.  

Bruns et al. (2012) examined the composition of tweets, specifically containing “#Qldfloods”, sent in 

response to flooding in South East Queensland in 2011. 50—60% of Tweets were retweets, showing 

the importance of sharing situational information using the platform. Links to further information 

were present in between 30 and 40% of tweets. They also note that heavily retweeted accounts 

included those of the emergency services and media organisations, which, they suggest play “a leading 

role in disseminating timely and relevant information”, with users acting as a community to amplify 

this information (Bruns et al., 2012, p.8).  Developing this further, Heverin and Zach (2012) have 

declared this the ‘critical-stage’ of a crisis. Drawing from theories from psychology, they suggest that 

information-sharing is critical in allowing individuals to comprehend and make sense of a situation.  

 

Appropriate usage of social media as a geographical data source 

There are, of course, limitations and ethical considerations that need to be taken into consideration if 

using Twitter as the basis of research.  The first relates to participant consent and privacy concerns. 

To some, messages collected from social media are perceived as alternatives to public surveys (Lansley 

and Longley, 2016), which usually require consent from participants before being used in academic 

work. In the case of Twitter, it is not possible to collect the consent of users whose Tweets are used in 

research, as the number of tweets used in investigations can range anywhere up to five billion (Zimmer 

and Proferes, 2014). Additionally, some academics argue that, because data collected through 



 

 

Twitter’s APIs are public information, no special considerations need to be made (Zimmer and 

Proferes, 2014). Others disagree, arguing individuals have the “reasonable expectation that one’s 

tweet stream will be practically obscure within thousands (if not millions) of tweets” (Zimmer, 2010, 

p.1). To address this issue, many academics carry out analysis on an aggregate level, making sure that 

no individual author can be identified, ensuring anonymity. So, whilst tweets may be considered as 

‘volunteered geographical information’ sensu Goodchild (2007), it may be better to consider these as 

(in)voluntary geographical information, as users are not active participants within the academic study. 

A further limitation, especially important to consider from a Geographical perspective, is that 

concerning geolocation-based research. As mentioned, location can either be determined through a 

location stated in the user’s bio, or through associated metadata containing precise coordinates, if the 

user has opted-in to utilise this facility. The number of tweets available via the latter method are 

substantially fewer. Although an estimated 80% of users access Twitter through a mobile device 

(Lansley and Longley, 2016) (many of which are smart phones and GPS enabled and therefore 

theoretically have the ability to enable locations to be added to tweets) users have to ‘opt-in’, which 

means roughly only 1% of tweets have accurate associated coordinates (Gaffney and Puschmann, 

2014).  Additionally, the self-defined location is often incomplete or inaccurate, and does not 

necessarily have to be an actual location (Bakshi, 2011). Research projects must bear this in mind, 

adapting their methodology if the number of tweets returned is too low. Further, the Twitter API will 

only return a randomised 1% sample of all tweets posted; thus whilst datasets may be very large, they 

are not ‘complete’. 

On the other hand, if these limitations can be taken into condensation and addressed, Twitter is a 

highly accessible, unusual, but rich resource of geographical information, which has allowed 

researchers the opportunity to develop and gain new geographical insights that just would not have 

existed without the development of social media. From detecting earthquakes, to providing evidence 

that older Geographic theories are still relevant in the 21st century, to building communities and 

disseminating disaster-related information more effectively, Twitter, as a social media site, is capable 

of adding context and commentary to situations at a speed never previously seen and revealing 

insights which would not otherwise be available.  
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